TEENS: Before, during and after you learn to drive, AAA is your single best resource for the information you need.

Our website puts the focus on you, helping you cruise through the licensing process and become a competent, responsible driver.

- Interactive games, useful exercises and quizzes
- Sample driver’s license exam questions
- Videos of teen chats with driving experts
- Tips for how to choose the right car for you
- State laws that affect teen drivers

Are You Ready for the Car Keys?

TeenDriving.AAA.com
Help Your Teen Get up to Speed.

PARENTS: Our website offers many extensive, useful tools to help you guide your teen through the learning-to-drive process.

Here’s what you’ll find:

- Information on your specific state’s graduated driver licensing stages and licensing process
- Sample driver’s license exam practice questions
- A downloadable Parent-Teen Driving Agreement
- Considerations for choosing your teen’s first car
- How to caution teens against distracted driving

TeenDriving.AAA.com